Parasteddfod

Last week we had students perform in the West Gippsland Parasteddfod. 13 students performed in 6 different acts. Our first chance to show off was with our school band performing ‘All Star’, with Sara’s sweet bass lines on electric bass, Wade P holding the time with some great drumming, Grant grooving away on piano and Michelle taking us on a journey with her vocals. Michelle continued to wow us next with her vocal solo song mashup of ‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ and ‘What a Wonderful World’. Following this was Sam who presented his amazing voice singing complex vocal lines in the song ‘When I Was Your Man’. The Cool Guys were our next act to have the crowd cheering with Keith setting the vibe with his smooth vocals and Ozi laying down a foundation of coolness through his sensational rapping. Comedy was dealt out to the crowd with jokes from Phillip filling the auditorium with a roar of laughter. Our last act showed off an incredible dance routine with dancers Hannah, Lara, Ann, Ambalee, and Tempaney.

Well done to all of the performers who put in many hours of practice to help showcase our amazing talent out in the community.
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Lara, Ann, Hannah, Phil, Keith, Ozi, Sam, Grant, Wade & Sara—CONGRATULATIONS

Sam performing.

Hannah, Lara, Ann, Ambalee, and Tempaney, performing their dance routine.

Keith & Ozi receiving their awards & performing.